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SUMMARY

The artificial ciliary motion has been known not to be hydrodynamically optimal,
limiting their associated applications in the microscale flow domain. One of the
major hurdles of contemporary artificial cilia is its structural rigidity, which re-
stricts their flexibility. To address this issue, this work proposed a shape-pro-
grammable artificial cilia design with distinctive polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
and magnetic segments distributed throughout the structure, which provided
precise control for time-spatial modulation of the whole artificial cilia structure
under external magnetic actuation. For the fabrication of the proposed multi-
segment artificial cilia, a facile microfabrication process with stepwise mold
blocking followed by the PDMS and magnetic composite casting was adopted.
The hydrodynamic analysis further elucidated that the proposed artificial cilia
beating induced significant flow disturbance within the flow field, and the associ-
ated application was demonstrated through an efficient mixing operation.

INTRODUCTION

Bio-mimicking nature has long been an integral part of microfluidics research. The structure and function-

ality of natural sources are beingmimicked with precision towardmicrofluidic environment control and flow

manipulation (Chen et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2017; Pekkan et al., 2016; Pola-

check et al., 2013). Such a notable example is artificial cilia, where natural cilia’s design and locomotion

have been mimicked with precision at the microscopic scale (Den Toonder et al., 2008, Shields et al.,

2010; Chen et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2017). Considering the miniature size and high versatility in locomo-

tion, these engineered structures were embedded within the microfluidic environment for flow manipula-

tion. It can be noted that the motion of these microstructures can be controlled using magnetic, electrical,

and pneumatic energy sources (Den Toonder and Onck, 2013). Using these external energy sources, the

symmetric and asymmetric artificial cilia motion can be engineered toward achieving several microfluidic

applications such as micromixing, micropropulsion, and even particle separation (Chen et al., 2014,

2016; Hanasoge et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020b). However, except few (Sareh et al., 2013), most artificial

cilia reported to date are made up of a single rigid structure that can only be translated into two-dimen-

sional (2D) spatial motion, limiting their microfluidic implementations. Hence, shape-programmable

multi-segment artificial cilia are in the current demand, as it will provide a three-dimensional (3D) time-

spatial flexibility to manipulate the in-depth flow within a microfluidic environment.

The shape-programmable matter has been the recent research interest, which allows the user to control their

shape by the use of light (Huang et al., 2016), pneumatic (Martinez et al., 2012), chemicals (Wei et al., 2014),

electric (Sareh et al., 2013), or magnetic fields (Lum et al., 2016). As these materials can be reshaped into

the desired shape and form, their potential applications are quite lucrative in the field of miniaturized devices.

Considering the fundamental principle of low Reynolds number flow, where the viscous force dominates the

inertial force, to generate a definitive motion within the fluid flow environment, it is necessary to break the

time-spatial asymmetry (Purcell, 1977). To create such kind of movement, micromachines made up of

shape-programmable matter came into the picture. The utilization of these materials provided the microma-

chines an unprecedented mechanical function such as gripping, environmental sensing, flow manipulation.

(Han et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2019). From all the aforementioned methods, magnetically actuated shape-pro-

grammable matter is considered promising as a complex shape-programmable microdevice can be created

with facile fabrication methods, and their shape can be modulated with the least energy expenditure. To

modulate the time-varying shapes of these devices, controlled external magnetic inputs in the forms of

magnetic magnitude, as well as their spatial gradients, can be utilized.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed experimental setup

(A) A microfabrication process, which consists of a series of CNCmicromilling processes followed by a PDMS casting method, was used to fabricate different

types of artificial cilia.

(B) The real image of multi-segment artificial cilia with magnetic and PDMS segments.

(C) An in-house-developed electromagnetic actuation system that was used to test the performance of the artificial cilia with coordinate information

provided.
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Although subtle advances have been reported toward the design and fabrication of artificial cilia yet, most

of these artificial cilia present to date are of single structure that can only mimic the motion of natural cilia,

which is either conical or asymmetric pattern (Dong et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2017; Milana et al., 2019; Zhang

et al., 2020a; Panigrahi et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2020). It has been realized that natural cilia mo-

tion is not hydrodynamically optimal (Guo et al., 2014); hence, imitating the natural cilia motion hinders the

microfluidic performance. There have been significant research efforts put toward 3D printing of artificial

cilia (Kamat et al., 2019; Azukizawa et al., 2018; Gu et al., 2020) in recent years. These artificial cilia with an

improved structure were found effective toward flow manipulation, sensing, bending characteristics, and

better magnetic control. However, with all the conventional methods, artificial cilia were fabricated with

similar composition, and therefore, identical motions were generated corresponding to the homogeneous

magnetic field. Although with the use of rotating magnets, the phase lag between two consecutive artificial

cilia can be obtained, yet the artificial cilia will still exhibit the same beating behavior, limiting their hydro-

dynamic advantage in terms of flow manipulation. Considering that the artificial cilia’s rigidity is one of the

primary factors that hinder the development of engineered ciliary motion, this work initiates a shape-pro-

grammable multi-segment artificial cilia concept. In one of the relevant research studies by Sareh et al.

(2013), biomimetic soft artificial cilia design was proposed where the natural motion of cilia was mimicked

through a multi-segment ionic polymer-metal composite actuator (Sareh et al., 2013). Considering that

Joule heating is a major issue associated with the electric field, the biomedical application of these cilia

is partially restricted (Erickson et al., 2003). To address all these issues, this work proposed the design

and the fabrication of a multi-segment artificial cilia structure that can be actuated through an external

magnetic field. Considering that the proposed artificial cilia structure can be reshaped into various shapes

through its multi-segment design uniqueness, the applications of these proposed artificial cilia within a mi-

crofluidic environment will be versatile.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bending characteristics

The design, fabrication, and actuation mechanism for multi-segmented artificial cilia is illustrated in the

Figure 1 (see also Video S1). It was observed that corresponding to their exposure to the magnetic field,

the individual cilia had illustrated diversely bending characteristics. A detailed description regarding the
2 iScience 24, 103367, December 17, 2021
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estimation of the bending characteristic is provided in the supplemental information. For Test case I, it was

observed that upon the increase in magnetic segments (Figure 2A), the average bending angle of artificial

cilia decreased significantly (left column of Figure 2B). For instance, when the magnetic segment was

located at the tip of the artificial cilia (A1), the average bending angle of artificial cilia was accounted as

54.85 G 7.00� (n = 6) compared with the value of 25.19 G 9.62� (n = 6) when three magnetic segments

were placed sequentially (A4). This highlights that an increase in the number of magnetic segments

sequentially increased the structural rigidity of artificial cilium. For Test case II, it was further observed

that irrespective of the position of the magnetic segments, the bending angle decreased with the increase

in magnetic segments. However, even with the similar number of magnetic segments, the average bending

angle changed, corresponding to the positioning of magnetic segments. For instance, artificial cilia with

two magnetic segments distributed at different locations such as design D1 and D2, and the average

bending angle was quantified as 31.13 G 11.12� (n = 6) and 34 G 12.03� (n = 6), respectively. It explains

that when the magnetic segments were placed after 2 PDMS segments, rather than 1 PDMS segment, a

net 10% increment in the bending angle can be achieved. This further confirmed that the distance between

two consecutive magnetic segments might be playing a crucial role toward the structural rigidity of the arti-

ficial cilia. Furthermore, it was observed that when the magnetic segments were placed in the vicinity of the

substrate, it significantly affected the bending ability of the artificial cilia. For instance, the bending angle

for an artificial cilium D4 was found to be the lowest among all the designed artificial cilia.

It was observed that when the magnitude of WI of artificial cilia increased, the bending angle increased,

and vice versa. For instance, for the artificial cilium A1 where the bending angle was found to be the

maximum value of 54.85 G 7.00�, the WI was quantified as 75. Contrary to it, the WI for the artificial cilium

D4 was quantified as minimum as 40, corresponding to its minimum bending angle of 11.31 G 7.24�.
Considering the accuracy of WI to describe bending angle, it can be used to quantify the bending angle

of the shape-programmable artificial cilia according to its design features.

Hydrodynamic analysis of artificial cilia bending

The flow field generated due to individual artificial cilia beating corresponding to time was further analyzed

in the vicinity of the artificial cilia tip (highlighted as the focusing region of the inset Figure 3A. The instan-

taneous mPIV velocity vectors out of the plane of the translational motion induced by the artificial cilia

beating are illustrated in Figure 3B. Instantaneous velocity contour maps are further provided to delineate

the quantitative information (Figure 3C). As observed, a significant flow disturbance occurred in the vicinity

of the artificial cilia tip, corresponding to the increase in time. In particular, the generated flow regime

(green color) that is earlier noticed underneath the tip of artificial cilia (time frame of 0.016 s) displaced

above the artificial cilia tip corresponding to the maximum time frame of 0.032 s. This further explains

that the artificial cilia beating enhanced the flow disturbances, which is critical for flow propulsion as well

as flow mixing within the microfluidic environment. On top of that, as the proposed multi-segment artificial

cilia can be subjected to different bending behaviors corresponding to the samemagnetic strength only by

changing the position of the magnetic segments, it can be arranged to generate complex collective mo-

tion. For instance, if an individual cilium such as A1, A2, A3, and D2 is fabricated on a single substrate cor-

responding to a similar magnetic field, it will exhibit an average bending angle of 54.85� G 7.00�, 48.48� G
7.12�, 36.33� G 12.78�, and 34.00� G 12.03�, respectively. Considering the different bending characteristics

of the four individually artificial cilia, it is possible that the consecutive cilia can exhibit a phase lag resulting

in a collective wave which is the future direction of the current study.

Mixing operation

To elucidate the mixing performance (MP) achieved through the proposed artificial cilia actuation, flow

visualization experiments were conducted with actuating artificial cilia. In this aspect, the methylene

blue color was dispersed in the clear water, and its diffusion corresponding to time was noticed corre-

sponding to the ciliary actuation. To quantify the dispersion of methylene blue, an area of 8.93 3

12.45 mm2 in the vicinity of an artificial ciliary location was selected. The MP was further quantified by im-

plementing an algorithm that accounts for gray-level deviation of the captured images with respect to time,

as illustrated underneath (Chen et al., 2013).

The magnitude of MP was quantified to be within a range from 0 to 1, where 0 illustrates no mixing and 1

illustrates complete mixing. As observed, when the artificial cilia were in a static position, the dispersion of

methylene blue is minimal (Video S2). The mixing performances of the two modes (Mode I-Artificial cilia
iScience 24, 103367, December 17, 2021 3



Figure 2. Bending angle corresponding to artificial cilia segmentation

(A) The schematic illustration of different artificial cilia test cases with varying magnetic segments distributed throughout

the artificial cilia structure.

(B) The average bending angle of different artificial cilia corresponding to the magnetic field. The results are represented

as mean G SD (n = 6).

(C) The weighted index (WI) is defined by accounting various factors such as segment positioning, bending factor,

flexibility factor, continuity. It was observed the magnitude of WI is directly proportional to the bending angle of artificial

cilia.

(D) The WI of the individual cilia with different compositions.
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[5 Hz], Mode II- Static artificial cilia) over a time period of 40 s are presented in Figure 4. In Mode I, the arti-

ficial cilia were actuated in a conical manner rotating at a frequency of 5 Hz under the influence of the

external magnetic field. It was observed that the diffusion of the blue ink with dispersing medium was quick
4 iScience 24, 103367, December 17, 2021



Figure 3. Imaging of flow visualization and experimental setup

(A) Experimental setup toward flow visualization experiment.

(B) Overlay images of tracing particles and instantaneous mPIV velocity vector fields (green) corresponding to artificial cilia beating with respect to time.

(C) Time ensemble velocity contours in the vicinity of artificial cilia tip due to artificial cilia beating. The generated flow migrated from the bottom of the

artificial cilia tip to the top of the artificial cilia with respect to time.
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(the inset pictures of Figure 4). Upon quantification, a maximumMP was accounted as 0.81G 0.00 (meanG

standard deviation [SD], n = 3) after the designated time period. Moreover, the lower magnitude in SD il-

lustrates the uniform and stable mixing. Along with the conventional motion, these artificial cilia can addi-

tionally bend along z-direction to manipulate the corresponding flow, which can further advent diffusion

within the in-depth microfluidic flow profile. This finding was compared with the control group (Mode II),

where the artificial cilium was at static position. Upon quantification, it was observed that the maximum

MP was as low as 0.64 G 0.03 (mean G SD, n = 3). It was further observed that a uniform mixing for

Mode I could be achieved in 6 s compared with 12 s of Mode II which suggested that Mode I is two times

faster than that of Mode II. The percentage of increase in maximum mixing performance in Mode I was

further noticed to 26.56%, compared with Mode II. The time required for the uniform mixing can be further

decreased, and the maximum MP of the device can be further increased with an increase in the number of

artificial cilia (Chen et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2019).
iScience 24, 103367, December 17, 2021 5



Figure 4. Time-dependent mixing performance (MP) with Mode I (artificial cilia actuation, beating frequency of

1Hz) and Mode II (static cilia)

The results illustrate the gradual dispersion of methylene blue within the medium corresponding to the time in the two

cases. Results are represented as mean G SD (n = 3). The initial MP refers to the mixing performance quantified without

artificial cilia actuation, and the final MP refers to the mixing performance quantified after a time period of 40 s.
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Conclusions

This study proposed the shape-programmable artificial cilia with several magnetic as well as PDMS seg-

ments, which can be actuated through magnetic means. A facile and inexpensive microfabrication process

was adopted for the fabrication of multi-segmented artificial cilia. Different designs of artificial cilia were

tested to realize their bending characteristics corresponding to the external magnetic actuation. To corre-

late the bending phenomena of the artificial cilia according to the distribution of magnetic segments, a ter-

minology WI was coined for the very first time in the literature. It was observed that the magnitude of WI is

directly proportional to the bending phenomenon of artificial cilia. The results showed that through this

new arrangement, each artificial cilium can perform distinct bending angles in the homogeneous magnetic

fields, which demonstrated the future potentials of extending the artificial cilia toward a higher degree of

motions collaboratively. Themaximummixing capacity of the artificial cilia was further accounted as high as

0.81 in 40 s of artificial cilia actuation. The applications of these magnetic shape-programmable cilia are

widespread, ranging from micropropulsion, micromixing, to particle manipulation.

Limitations of the study

The present work was demonstrated through the reported test conditions, and further investigation for

additionally practical applications may be necessary.

STAR+METHODS
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

PDMS Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI, USA Sylgard 184

NdFeB particles Magnequench, Singapore MQP-15-7

Methylene blue Liberty Stationery Corporation, Taiwan Stamp Ink

Software and algorithms

Dynamic Studio Dantec Dynamics, Denmark Dynamic Studio 2015a

ImageJ National Institutes of Health (NIH) https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

LabVIEW NI, Austin, Texas, United States LabVIEW19.0f2 (64-bit)

Other

Laboratory DC Power Supply Instek, Taiwan GPR-3510HD DC Power Supply

Data acquisition system National Instruments, Austin, TX NI-cDAQ-9174

High-speed camera IDT, Tallahassee, FL, USA NR4-S2

Fluorescent microscope Olympus Corp., Japan BX60
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Chia-Yuan

Chen (chiayuac@mail.ncku.edu.tw).
Materials availability

The study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All data produced in this study are included in the published article and its supplemental information, or

are available from the lead contact upon request.

This paper does not report original code.

Any additional information required to re analyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

Design and fabrication

The dimensions of the artificial cilia are 10 mm in length (L), 0.25 mm in width (W), and 0.25 mm in thickness

(T) as shown in Figure 1B. The artificial cilia were designed to consist of five individual segments of PDMS

and magnetic segments, each with 2 mm in length. To fabricate the multi-segment artificial cilia, a series of

micromilling operations followed by the PDMS casting was employed. The fabrication process of artificial

cilia is shown in Figure 1A. Considering magnetic segments distributed throughout the length of cilia, a

newmicrofabrication approach was adopted using CNCmilling for the positional requirement of magnetic

segments. To prepare for the magnetic segments, a uniform mixture of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Syl-

gard 184, Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI, USA) and magnetic particles (NdFeB, Neodymium Iron Boron

Magnetic particles, MQP-15-7, Magnequench, Singapore) in a portion of 1:4 was poured into the mold for

artificial cilia fabrication. Subsequently, the remaining portion of the mold was filled with PDMS solution,

and the whole structure was degassed to remove any trapped particles. To obtain structural rigidity, the

whole setup underwent a hotplate baking process at 85�C for an approximate period of 48 hr. The

PDMS block with magnetic cilia was further peeled from the parent negative block and magnetized
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according to the directional bending requirement through the use of a permanent magnet. Owing to the

soft nature of PDMS structures connected with magnetic segments, it is easy to damage the artificial cilia

while de-molding through the hand peeling process. To avoid this issue, the artificial cilia were manufac-

tured with a higher length than the original size, and after peeling the artificial cilia from the acrylic mold,

the artificial cilia were cut to the appropriate size. For instance, in the present work, artificial cilia were fabri-

cated with 20 mm in length and cut to 10 mm length short after the peeling-off process. Small and appro-

priately sized tweezers were used to pull off the cilium from the acrylic mold to prevent the cilium from dam-

age on the tip.

To elucidate the bending characteristics of the proposed multi-segment artificial cilia, experiments were

conducted with the aid of a modified electromagnetic actuation system with a single electromagnet (Video

S1). Two different artificial cilia setups denoted as Test case I and Test case II were used where themagnetic

segments were distributed throughout the artificial cilia structure in a continuous or discrete manner to test

the effectiveness of their arrangement. In particular, for Test case I, the magnetic segments were distrib-

uted sequentially, whereas, for Test case II, magnetic segments were discretely distributed throughout

the ciliary structures.
Magnetic actuation system

To actuate artificial cilia, an in-house developed electromagnetic actuation setup was employed (Fig-

ure 1C). This actuation system was a combination of four individual electromagnets, a power supply

(GPR-3510HDDC Power Supply, Instek, Taiwan), a data acquisition system (NI-cDAQ-9174, National Instru-

ments, Austin, TX) with input modules, switching circuit, and an in-house developed GUI. In particular, four

individual electromagnets were distributed equally in a horizontal plane, each with a separation angle of

90�. Each coil was made up of a rectangular iron bar (1.1 3 1.1 3 7.5 cm) wrapped with a single-strand

24-gauge magnetic coil for 800 turns. The setup was modified into a single electromagnet platform to

test the bending phenomena of the proposed artificial cilia corresponding to the magnetic segment dis-

tribution. The power supply amplitude and duration were controlled through theGUI via a switching circuit.

With an electric current supply of 4 A at 20 V to each of the electromagnetic actuators, the electromagnetic

setup was able to generate a magnetic field up to 0.8 T.
Evaluation criteria for bending performance

To generalize the diverse bending phenomena and to explain the beating behavior corresponding to the

distribution of the magnetic and PDMS segments (Figure S1), a term coined as weighted index (WI) was

initiated for the very first time. The WI takes the consideration of various factors that affects the structural

rigidity of cilia and was defined through the underneath equation.

WI =
Xn

0
ðSn 3 C 3 ðB + HÞÞ

where Sn is defined as segment number which is valued as 1 to 5 counted from the base of artificial cilia

(Figure 2C), B is the magnetic strength factor (considering themagnetic strength, it is indexed as 2 for mag-

netic segments whereas indexed as 1 for PDMS segments), H is the flexibility factor (it is indexed as 1 for

magnetic segments whereas indexed as 2 for PDMS segments). C is the continuous factor which is indexed

as 2 when either the PDMS or magnetic segments are positioned in a consecutive manner. Upon quantifi-

cation, the magnitudes of WI were found to be directly correlated to the bending angles of artificial cilia

(Figures 2B and 2D). The experimental bending characteristics of artificial cilia were further compared to

analytical solid mechanics model and shared well agreement (Figure S2 and Table S1).
Flow visualization

To quantify the generated flow due to artificial cilia beating, micro-particle image velocimetry (mPIV) anal-

ysis was used. To visualize the flow field, egg yolks were smashed, uniformly dispersed in the water, and

introduced in a closed channel embedded with artificial cilia. It can be noted that the method was found

to be biocompatible, relatively inexpensive, and accurate compared to traditional flow visualization with

fluorescent particles and has been extensively used for mPIV flow visualization. A high-speed camera

(NR4-S2, IDT, Tallahassee, FL, USA) mounted on a fluorescent microscope (BX60, Olympus Corp., Japan)

was used for flow visualization. Time-lapse images of the flow field due to artificial cilia beating were re-

corded at a frequency of 1000Hz. Commercially available PIV software (Dynamic Studio, Dantec Dynamics,
10 iScience 24, 103367, December 17, 2021
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Denmark) was utilized for post-processing. An adaptive interrogation window size of 323 32 pixels was em-

ployed to quantify velocity vectors.

A divergent bending phenomenon was observed when the magnetic segments were distributed

throughout the ciliary structures. To further evaluate the performance of artificial cilia toward flow mixing

operation, experiments were conducted (Video S2). In this aspect, artificial cilia were fixed within a glass

tube meanwhile immersed within water. Methylene blue (100% by weight) was introduced into the glass

tube using a micropipette, and artificial cilium was actuated circularly using an electromagnetic actuation

system. Time-lapse images were recorded using the aforementioned imaging setup utilized for mPIV anal-

ysis. A series of image processing techniques were implemented through free and open-source software

ImageJ. In particular, the mixing performance was evaluated in the vicinity of the artificial cilia tip by quan-

tifying the intensity difference in the consecutive images. Mixing performance was evaluated by measuring

the gray level difference of the recorded images during mixing (Equation 1). To precisely observe the mix-

ing performance under the influence of the magnetically actuated cilia, it was compared with the control

group where is the participation of the cilium is absent.

Mixing performance ðMPÞ = 1� 1

m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i�1ðmi �mÞ2

n

s
(Equation 1)

wheremi is an intensity value of each pixel in the selected region of interest on the imaging plane, andm is

the arithmetic average of mi . The mixing index of 0 refers to no mixing, whereas 1 refers to the complete

mixing.
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